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Failure of Detection-Based 
Defense in Depth
By now the long-term trends are alarmingly and unambiguously clear: 
detection-based defense in depth has utterly failed, having compiled a miserable 
track record over the past 30 years. Evidence of major breaches on a weekly 
basis continues to show detection as an exhausted security strategy that has 
completely run its course and should now rightfully be discarded.

Full-stack detection rates are frustratingly stuck in the high-90% range against a 
vast and ever-changing array of attack tactics—plainly not good enough—while 
kernel exploits are on the rise and sophisticated malware has gotten more 
successful at avoiding whatever layered defenses security practitioners manage 
to come up with. The anti-malware security industry has tried everything—
signatures, heuristics, sandboxing, artificial intelligence, predictive analytics, 
machine learning, neural networks—yet none of these solutions have solved 
the fundamental problems: detection will always fail at enterprise scale and 
malicious code only has to slip past your defenses once.

Traditional detect-and-respond defenders tend to agree with the following 
statements, each of which betrays their antiquated thinking and utter 
powerlessness against the modern malware scourge:

■■■  The more defensive layers I have, the more secure my enterprise will become
■■■  99% threat detection is the best I can expect, so I just have to live with  

the final 1% getting through
■■■  Maximizing detection while minimizing “dwell time” is the best defensive 

strategy I can achieve
■■■  False-positive alerts are an unavoidable fact of life, but it’s always better  

to be safe than sorry

How effective is your organization in detecting and preventing  
cyber attacks, prioritizing alerts and minimizing false positives?

Figure 1: Ponemon Institute research reveals 
a stunning lack of readiness among enterprise 
security defenders
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Why Existing Cyber-Defense  
Comes up Short
The cybersecurity industry has long been trying to counter three interrelated  
and intractable problems, with increasing desperation and with little success:

■■■  There will always be software vulnerabilities
■■■  Malicious code and threats will always exist 
■■■  You will get owned, as you cannot anticipate the adversary’s next move

Many earnest attempts have repeatedly come up short, several of which  
we will explore here.

Whitelisting

Whitelisting limits installation and/or execution to an allowed programs list. 
Problem is, allowed programs still have vulnerabilities which can be exploited. 
Whitelisting requires constant care and feeding, with users continuously 
requesting additional programs, coupled with regular administrative  
monitoring for new and updated programs to allow or disallow.

Ubiquitous content rendering applications like Microsoft Office allow for 
script execution, which can introduce arbitrary and malicious code into the 
organization. Furthermore, legitimate programs like Windows Command  
Prompt (cmd.exe) or PowerShell can be used in attacks that are very difficult 
to detect and nearly impossible to prevent with traditional tools.

Endpoint Protection, Detection, and Response

Endpoint protection platforms (EPP) try to prevent malware from reaching the 
endpoint or executing on the endpoint. Endpoint detection and response (EDR) 
solutions detect attacks after the fact and then try to remediate the damage as 
quickly as possible.

Both approaches suffer from common deficiencies, as they function in the same 
context space as the attack and therefore become part of the overall attack 
surface, with the added risk of these tools becoming disabled by an attack. They 
also cause many alerts, resulting in high rates of false positives, with the added 
propensity for disastrous unreported false negatives (missed detections).

Remote Holes in Layered Defenses

Robust layered defenses—various cloud, network, and endpoint components—
are only effective when the “full stack” is accessible to the device being protected. 
Sadly, many tools require forced-VPN to function and provide limited or no 
defense for roaming laptops or remote workers outside of the corporate firewall.

“The rise of the targeted  
attack is shredding what  
is left of the anti-malware 
market’s stubborn 
commitment to reactive 
protection techniques 
... it is clear that the 
industry is failing in its 
primary goal of keeping 
malicious code off PCs.” 

GARTNER
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The SANS Security Maturity Model
The SANS Institute has developed a Maturity Model for Endpoint Security1  
that clearly lays out a progression of defensive capabilities relating to end  
user devices, which continue to be the source of approximately 70% of  
successful malware breaches2. 

Figure 2: SANS Maturity Model for Endpoint Security

Model Highlights

At the apex of the SANS maturity model lies Level 5, where endpoint security is 
proactive, comprehensive, continuous, and measurable. This ultimate level of 
defensive readiness is the focus of our analysis. 

SANS Maturity Level 5 Program Scorecard Checklist
■■■  All endpoint security infrastructure components are monitored continuously
■■■  Initial responses to incidents are fully automated 
■■■  Participates actively with the appropriate Information Sharing and  

Analysis Center
■■■  Information classified and labeled with DLP technology in place
■■■  Encrypted communications with outside entities is proxied so that  

content may be inspected
■■■  Endpoints are locked down so that no unauthorized software can run 

Model Author Conclusions

The author concludes that endpoint security requires much more than 
thoroughly protecting devices. This includes inventorying, assessing and 
reducing attack surfaces— both proactively and reactively—and using  
threat, vulnerability and intelligence data to better respond to attacks  
that do get through your defenses.

“Endpoint security requires 
inventorying, assessing, and 
reducing attack surfaces.” 

SANS
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The Application is the Endpoint
Applications are under attack. The application-as-endpoint concept becomes 
increasingly apparent when you think about the way bad actors operate. How 
do malware authors target your PC? They don’t target the operating system, file 
system, kernel, or registry directly—instead, they exploit vulnerabilities within 
applications and browsers, including:

■■■ Malicious Office documents
■■■ Weaponized PDFs
■■■ Steganographic malware in image files
■■■ File-less malware in web browsers

Since there will always be software vulnerabilities, it’s primarily through the flaws 
in these applications—including the intentional misuse of legitimate program 
capabilities—that host compromise is accomplished. So, the key to solving this 
problem lies in preventing a compromised application from harming the host.

Smarter Layers, Not More of Them
Security vendors reliably deliver incremental product improvements each year, 
but with few genuine breakthroughs. IT Security departments dutifully add 
defensive layers—or swap them out for more promising alternatives—then add 
user awareness training in a vain attempt to teach them how to stop clicking 
on malicious files. These fruitless practices represent the staples of enterprise 
security “continuous improvement” processes, hopelessly rooted in detection-
based principles that are mathematically proven to fail3. There must be a better 
way, a complete re-thinking of the solution space.

What if you could do more with less? Achieve better security with fewer defensive 
layers? You can, if you accept that detection always fails and change your security 
mindset from “prevent, detect, and respond” to a new worldview of “isolate, 
contain, and control.”

“ True security can only be 
achieved by reducing the  
ability of a compromised 
process to do damage to  
the host”

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY (NSA) AND 
THE CENTRAL SECURITY SERVICE (CSS)
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Virtualization as a New Security Approach

Virtualization has been universally accepted across a wide range of enterprise 
IT domains—from data centers, to cloud services, to virtual desktops, and 
more—in a steadily increasing five-decade march. The next frontier that’s ripe 
for virtualization to conquer is security. Intel, AMD, Microsoft, HP, VMware, Citrix, 
Bromium, and others have all recognized this rapidly emerging truth and are 
steadily moving their product sets in this direction.

Prominent analyst research firms—including Gartner and IDC4—are now strongly 
advising clients to look at virtualizing their security operations to isolate and 
contain threats, lending their influential voices to the growing chorus recognizing 
that detection-based tools are hopelessly outmatched. Their message has been 
sinking in, as enterprise defenders are increasingly adopting virtual security 
solutions—either as a supplement to, or as a replacement for—traditional 
detection-and-respond tools. After all, like other elements of your infrastructure, 
why would you knowingly expose real production endpoints to harm when you 
can safely virtualize them instead?

Steady hardware improvements have made virtualization-based security 
accessible to the entire enterprise, with an entry point so low that today it 
makes no economic sense not to pursue this sensible course. Modern Intel and 
AMD-based processors dating back to 2012 support native virtualization built 
into their chipsets, enabling hardware-enforced containerization of individual 
user processes. This allows “untrusted” and potentially malicious activities to be 
isolated from the host and from other running processes, away from sensitive 
systems, networks, and data stores.

Unrivaled Benefits of Isolation
Isolation provides numerous benefits that simply cannot be matched by 
traditional detect-to-protect solutions. For instance, malicious processes  
isolated within single-user containers:

■■■ Can’t reach the host operating system
■■■ Can’t read/write to the registry or the file system
■■■ Can’t access the intranet or spread laterally
■■■ Can’t exploit the kernel or escape the container

Figure 3: Security benefits of micro-VMs: Isolated 
processes contain risky user activity away from the 
host.
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Even the United States Government is getting on board. At the Information 
Assurance Symposium (IAS) 2016, the National Security Agency (NSA) and 
the Central Security Service (CSS) of the United States jointly published a 
presentation titled “Application Isolation & Containment for Endpoint  
Protection.5” Their premise was that true security can only be achieved by 
reducing the ability of a compromised process to do damage to the host or  
the enterprise.

The Beauty of Breachless Threat Feeds
Until now, security defenders typically had to suffer a potentially devastating 
breach before they could gain meaningful forensic analysis or close security 
loopholes. There are several problems, however, with this traditional approach 
that combines detect-to-protect security with post-breach forensics:

1. No one in the world has likely ever seen your exact sample because today’s 
sophisticated malware is highly targeted, polymorphic, and unique

2. Attacker tactics, techniques, and procedures are continuously evolving, 
putting the organization at a perpetual disadvantage in playing catch-up 
without ever getting ahead—what IDC calls a “continual cat-and-mouse game”

3. Detection and remediation are very expensive—you can’t afford to chase 
down every alert, yet you are not in a position to ignore them either

Bromium overcomes each of these problems by forgoing detection in favor 
of isolation, and by eliminating remediation using containment. We call it 
“breachless threat intelligence,” which Bromium then turns into “breachless 
threat feeds” to critical SIEM tools and SOC teams. Just think … all of the attack 
and forensic intelligence with none of the nasty breaches!

Enhanced Situational Awareness

Bromium isolation allows malicious web and file content to run to conclusion 
without impact to the user’s PC—and without altering the user’s familiar 
workflows—so that complete threat intelligence can be collected and 
disseminated throughout the enterprise and beyond. Threat feeds include 
detailed indicators of compromise (IOCs) and indicators of attack (IOAs).  
No compromise actually takes place on Bromium-isolated devices, but the 
forensic information captured is both highly detailed and finely granular.  

“ Bromium breachless threat 
feeds deliver actionable 
forensic intelligence on current 
attacks without suffering a 
devastating compromise first.”
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Attack information is shared across all Bromium devices in your network, 
instantly improving endpoint protection, reducing the overall attack surface,  
and enhancing situational awareness enterprise-wide.

Breachless Response Shared with Other Tools

Since Bromium-isolated devices self-remediate without an actual breach, there 
is nothing for security teams to do when malware is discovered running on 
these endpoints. Isolated containers simply clean up after themselves once their 
tasks have been completed. However, Bromium intelligence from threat feeds 
can be used to help analysts and responders remediate non-isolated devices, 
such as older PCs, Macs, servers, and IoT devices, and to proactively lessen their 
combined attack surfaces. 

Redefining Endpoint Security
Defend a Canal, Not an Ocean

Defending Windows and all user applications, plus the Internet, is simply 
impossible. Bromium breaks this overwhelming problem down into highly-
defensible, bite-sized chunks using micro-VMs—instantly and transparently 
placing each untrusted user task (e.g. web browsing, document access) into a 
single-use, hardware-isolated container with zero host access. It’s like having  
an endless supply of fresh, pristine PCs in your unique configuration for each  
new untrusted action—each one with a miniscule attack surface and a high 
signal-to-noise ratio—making isolated malicious activity easy to spot.

Reducing the Windows Attack Surface

Bromium isolates untrusted user tasks—documents, browser tabs,  
executables—from the host and network, delivering the following benefits:

■■■  Eliminates the need for remediation and slashes the costs of re-imaging 
endpoints and investigating alerts

■■■  Neutralizes the wasteful impact of chasing false positives and the  
painful risks of ignoring alerts

■■■  Negates the risk of false negatives (missed detections) as it isolates  
and defeats even undetected attacks

■■■  Prevents lateral movement of malicious processes by closing  
off the initial attack vector

Figure 4: Micro-VM hardware isolates each 
untrusted user process, including web  
browsing and document access

Figure 5: Micro-VMs reduce the Windows attack 
surface by approximately 4 orders of magnitude, 
down to roughly 10,000 lines of code
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■■■  Reduces the attack surface of “OS and Apps” down to just “Hypervisor  
and CPU”: 100m to 10k lines of code

■■■  Each micro-VM contains the entire OS stack including Windows kernel,  
libraries, and utilities

■■■  Unchanged workflows so users can focus on their jobs, not on security,  
and click with confidence

Overcoming the Limitations of Detection
Detection is Costly, Disproportional to its Benefits

Detection costs real money with each alert. Every time an organization receives 
an alert from a detection-based product, security responders must follow 
up to determine if it’s a real threat or a false positive, make sure that it didn’t 
move laterally or steal data, validate whether or not it’s been fully cleaned and 
remediated, or requires a complete re-imaging of the compromised endpoint etc. 

Conversely, resource-constrained organizations could simply choose to ignore 
some of their alerts—Ponemon Institute research indicates that only 4% of 
alerts are actually followed up6—a suboptimal, reality-based compromise with 
potentially disastrous consequences7.

Detection is Brittle and Time-Sensitive

Endpoint detection and response, next-generation anti-malware, and legacy-AV 
solutions all must trigger early in the attack life-cycle, or risk introducing further 
weak links. If detection occurs too late, the damage may already be done. For 
instance, ransomware has already achieved its objective and detection only 
spotted the remote command-and-control traffic after all user files were already 
encrypted. Late recognition may also cause detection-based tools themselves to 
become comprised, such as having their protection disabled by malware. 

Detection Creates Too Many Low-Value Alerts

Systemic detection weaknesses continuously result in excessive and low-value 
alerts, wasting tremendous time, effort, and money. Conversely, when dangerous 
tasks such as browser sessions and documents are run inside of micro-VMs, any 
potentially suspicious or malicious activity is executed completely isolated from 
the host and the network. Since this activity is not seen by AV or EDR solutions, 
the number of unnecessary alerts will reduce substantially. Now, when the 
remaining AV or EDR alerts are seen, they are of a much higher fidelity—meaning 
that something suspicious ran on the host itself from a trusted source, such as a 
file from an internal portal or a worm moving around the network.

“ Micro-virtualization 
dramatically reduces  
the time and costs spent 
responding to excessive  
alerts.”

“ Micro-virtualization is 
always on and does not 
rely on time-sensitive 
detection to catch 
malicious behaviors.”

“ Micro-virtualization alerts  
only to active threats running 
on the endpoint, those that 
have been missed by the 
detection stack.”
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Building Security on Threat Model Mapping
Rethinking the Layered Defense Model

Organizations are besieged with threats, resource constrained, and must choose 
the right security solutions based on their unique risk tolerance. This necessitates 
balancing enterprise security concerns with sufficient user autonomy—the ability 
of end users to perform their jobs in their normal workflows without overtly 
worrying about the security function.

While no single defensive tool will protect against every intrusion on every attack 
vector, the industry’s longstanding practice of arraying ever-increasing defensive 
layers now should be reassessed and streamlined based on the nature of the 
actual threats facing the modern organization today. 

Threat Level 1: Conventional Malware Attacks

Solve with anti-virus and anti-malware solutions that detect known threats, 
largely based on signatures and heuristics. Expect detection rates in the high-90% 
range, with diminishing returns for additional incremental detection techniques.

Threat Level 2: Commercial Exploit Kits

Solve by adding secure web gateway, content categorization, application 
whitelisting, and SSL inspection capabilities, plus robust patching hygiene.

Threat Level 3: Polymorphic Payloads

Pre-infection detection is no longer reliable at this threat level. Solve by adding 
application isolation, or partially solve with exploit technique mitigations and 
remediation using EDR tools.

Threat Level 4: Targeted Zero-Days

Completely unique, never-before-seen attacks often get through, at least initially. 
Solve by adding traffic analysis, security analytics, and behavioral analysis to 
Level 3 tools.

Threat Level 5: Nation-States & Military Zero-Days8

Ultra-sophisticated attacks designed to bypass all defenses. Solve only with 
application isolation and control, containing all untrusted user processes from 
the host and preventing lateral spread.

Security defenders who believe that they are not Threat Level 5 targets should 
rethink their vulnerability in the light of recent government leaks9, as attack tools 
and techniques formerly available only to nation-state actors have increasingly 
made their way into the hands of ordinary hackers and criminal syndicates.

“ The only way to escape the 
continual ‘cat and mouse 
game’ is to approach 
the problem differently, 
fundamentally redefining  
the approach.”

IDC
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Look to the Future –  
Your New Security Stack
What the new, improved security stack looks like on Windows endpoints, 
maximizing Microsoft licensing:

■■■  Application Isolation and Control with Bromium’s  
micro-virtualization technology

■■■  Proxy solution for inbound web-based content categorization  
and encrypted content inspection

■■■  DLP agent for outbound data content inspection
■■■  Windows Defender for NGAV compliance and elimination of known  

malicious threats
■■■  BitLocker for full disk encryption and protection against data loss  

from physical endpoint theft
■■■  Microsoft SCEP for System Management and scheduled patching— 

Bromium eliminates the need for out-of-cycle crisis patching

Bromium Maps to SANS Endpoint Maturity Model

Bromium supports the SANS Endpoint Maturity Model objectives with a point-
by-point capability mapping at Level 5 of the model, using virtualization-based 
security to achieve best-practices outcomes.

SANS Level 5 Endpoint Security Maturity Bromium Virtualization-Based Security Capability

All endpoint security infrastructure  
components are monitored continuously

Bromium Secure Monitoring on Windows  
Endpoints and Windows Servers

Initial responses to incidents are  
fully automated

Bromium-protected endpoints self-remediate

Participates actively with the appropriate 
Information Sharing and Analysis Center

Controller Threat View provides full forensics of 
protected and monitored threats. Controller integrates 
with SIEM tools, Log Management, and STIX/TAXII

Information classified and labeled with DLP 
technology in place

Bromium works with many leading DLP solutions. 
Symantec and McAfee can look inside the contents  
of protected micro-VMs to inspect outbound data

Encrypted communications with outside entities 
is proxied so that content may be inspected

Bromium Secure Browsing supports a variety of proxy 
solutions for SSL Inspection

Endpoints are locked down so that no 
unauthorized software can run

Bromium isolates applications using hardware 
enforced VMs, and can identify and blacklist 
unauthorized software

Figure 6: Bromium virtualization-based security mapped to Level 5  
of the SANS Endpoint Security Maturity Model

“ Micro-virtualization is a great 
model. It’s the way forward.”

GARTNER
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The Bromium Secure Platform
Bromium Secure Browsing 

Bromium protects organizations from web-borne threats with Bromium Secure 
Browsing for Internet Explorer, Chrome, and Firefox. Each browser tab runs in 
its own secure container, completely isolating web threats from the host so that 
they have no place to go. When the browser tab is closed, the threat is terminated 
along with the micro-VM. The full kill chain is sent to the Bromium Controller 
(local or private cloud) and shared with all other enterprise protected devices  
via the Bromium Sensor Network. 

Bromium Secure Files 

Malicious documents are steadily gaining in popularity with threat actors due 
to their effectiveness. Ransomware is commonly delivered via malicious Office 
documents or PDFs. Bromium Secure Files hardware-isolates each supported 
document from the operating system and the kernel. If a malicious document is 
saved via an ingress application—such as Skype, email, or USB—it is hardware-
isolated in a micro-VM. When the document is closed, the threat is terminated 
along with the micro-VM. The full kill chain is sent to the Bromium Controller 
(local or private cloud) and shared with all other enterprise protected devices  
via the Bromium Sensor Network.

Bromium Secure Monitoring

Bromium Secure Monitoring helps organizations detect and respond to 
persistent threats already on the network by monitoring the user execution 
space for malicious activity. Malicious files can be quarantined and automatically 
removed from all Sensor Network nodes based on blacklist policy settings. 
Within the Bromium Sensor Network, high-fidelity alerts can be sent to the 
Bromium Controller (local or private cloud) for flexible, policy-based notifications 
whenever malicious behavior is found on any protected host. SOC analysts can 
use Bromium threat intelligence to quickly catalog and search for indicators of 
compromise and indicators of attack. Bromium Secure Monitoring supports 
Windows endpoints and servers.
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About Bromium
Bromium pioneered the next generation of enterprise protection by turning an 
enterprises largest liability, endpoints and servers, into the best defense. We use 
a combination of our patented hardware-enforced containerization to deliver 
application isolation and control, and a distributed Sensor Network to protect 
across all major threat vectors and attack types.

Unlike detection-based techniques, Bromium automatically isolates threats 
and adapts to new attacks using behavioral analysis, and instantly shares threat 
intelligence to eliminate the impact of malware. Our technological innovations 
have earned the company numerous industry awards. Bromium counts a rapidly 
growing set of Fortune 500 companies and government agencies as customers.
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